ABSTRACT It proves to be increasingly promising to evaluate the network coverage and network capacity via applying data generated by network interaction provided by the mobile operators in recent years. Self-organized optimization of network coverage and network capacity is a key solution to cope with the rapid growth of mobile data services and user expectation. In this paper, a network performance anomaly detection model based on service feature clustering is proposed. First, the complexity of the wireless network environment and the difference of user behavior are fully considered, an ensemble clustering algorithm is adopted for scene classification by combining the features of various data services with multi-dimensional physical scene characteristics, and, then, the cell categories with different characteristics are marked. Second, each category matches the corresponding network indicators and the weights of each indicators, which are trained from historical data. Finally, network performance anomaly detection is conducted on the basis of these indicators in every scene so that a new approach to evaluate the performance of wireless network can be realized. We apply this method to our long term evolution network, and the actual operation results have confirmed that the algorithm in question is highly effective and relevant.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, especially after the arrival of the 4G era, we have witnessed the fast-developing wireless connection as well as the accompanying increase of intelligent terminal users. As a result, data produced through the telecommunication network shows an exponential growth and multiple data services types are generated due to user access. At the same time, with the rapid development of cities, many city patterns and scenes have been formed, such as expressway, highspeed rail, residential area, commercial complex, school and large-scale group. Various complicated city scenes and users' network access behaviors will influence each other. Owing to the differences of different user groups' using characteristics in various scenes, the network characteristics and network performance indicator also vary, causing a great difficulty to excavation and optimization of weak network coverage and deep coverage. However, due to the heavy network resource consumption, the accessibility of user network deteriorates rapidly. Therefore, operators need to conduct network performance anomaly detection timely and accurately, so as to carry out network optimization and size capacity in time.
II. RELATED WORKS
Traditional weak coverage excavation and network anomaly detection methods mainly rely on manual operation and experience-based optimization model [1] , or machine learning technique is used to conduct overall learning, analysis and early warning based on performance indicators of the whole network [2] . Nowadays, it is undoubted that manual experience-based optimization modes can no longer satisfy the requirement of modern mobile communication network optimization. At present, the existing machine learning technique that conducts modeling through overall learning for performance indicators of the whole network cannot be well applied to complex networks in which highly diversified urban physical scenes and user access behaviors interact with each other.
In the field of network performance anomaly detection, an experience prediction model based on video coding quality is described in [3] . In this article, an adaptation scheme is provided to solve network access performance deterioration. In [4] , a method of adaptive adjustment for optimal parameters through time series in long term evolution (LTE) network is proposed. Finally in [5] , a relational algorithm between LTE network resources and an LTE KPI (LTE Key Performance Indicator) is introduced to forecast network resource consumptions. In our article, a new wireless performance analysis algorithm is introduced to evaluate LTE network performance anomaly. This algorithm has associated network performance situations with physical scene characteristics and data services scene characteristics of the network. Similar to [6] , the performance anomaly of LTE network should be predicted through various KPIs of LTE network and transmission measurement reports. As for their differences, the challenge of this article is to deeply explore anomaly detection methods of scene clustering under the interaction of various urban physical scenes and users' internet access characteristics under these scenes.
As for the first innovation of this article, it is realized that scene characteristics of cells in the network and user access behaviors are different. The cells are neither completely independent nor absolutely aggregate, but they can be clustered into different groups. Therefore, cells with the same characteristic under the interaction of physical characteristics and data services characteristics are extracted. For example, some cells assume far greater data services pressures than other cells or they bear different data services consumption formations.
As for the second innovation of this article, it is realized that every cell will present different network resource consumption and performance indicators characteristics under the interaction of physical characteristics and data services characteristics. Therefore, the telecommunication network anomaly detection model proposed in this article needs to conduct classified anomaly detection for cells with different features and scene categories. This paper is organized as follows. In the third part, network resource data statistics and preprocessing necessary for scene clustering algorithm derivation of various performance cells are defined. Then in the fourth part, Ensemble clustering of scenes and optimal K selection are introduced. Specifically speaking, cell groups with similar physical scene and data services scene characteristics are inferred via network performance data. In the fifth part, an anomaly detection of LTE key performance indicator based on scene clustering is introduced in detail. Finally, it comes to the sixth part which is conclusion.
III. DATA PREPROCESSING AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The data came from a specific region in Wuxi of China in Nov. 2016, and there are 227,960 data. This region is divided into 2,668 independent cells. Every cell is endowed with different physical scene attributes (as shown in Table 1 ), Table 2 .
The traffic proportions of four data services covering download, video, message, and app store are relatively high in the 19 data services, and they reach 21%, 16%, 8% and 2% respectively. They are in the top among all indicators of traffic proportion, so the distinction degree of these four traffic proportions will be analyzed first here.
A. DISTINCTION DEGREE OF FOUR TRAFFIC PROPORTIONS ACCORDING TO GEOGRAPHICAL SCENES
Various scenes are classified and summarized according to web_brow_traffic, message_traffic, video_traffic and app_store_traffic. Then the mean value of various indicators in every scene is calculated.
Later various indicators are processed at the same dimension, i.e. mean value of every indicator type in various scenes/ grand mean of this indicator * 100. If the result is greater than 110, it will be marked with '' * '' (high); if the result is smaller than 90(low), it will be marked with ''#''; quantitative values between these two threshold values will not be marked.
According to the above table, web_brow_traffic is in the middle position under various geographical scenes, and there is no great difference between various scenes. Message_traffic in office building, tourist area and business district is higher than that in other geographical scenes, and it is relatively low in the scene of campus. The expression of video_traffic is opposite against that of message_traffic. The proportion of app_store_traffic in road and tourist area is relatively low, and there is no great difference between other scenes.
B. DATA CORRELATION TEST SCREENING
According to the preliminary correlation analysis of the above physical scenes and data service scenes, it can be further verified that network characteristics of various cells will be under the dual influences from physical attributes of the cells and users' data services using behaviors in the cells. Besides the above 4 data services, there are also statistical data about the traffic of 19 data services of various cells in the data samples. In the 19 traffic proportion indicators, the traffic proportion indicators of ''others'' and ''other businesses'' have no practical significance in clustering, so they can be directly deleted before clustering. Correlation test is conducted for the remaining 17 traffic proportion indicators, and no indicator of strong correlation is discovered. In conclusion, after data processing, clustering modeling can be conducted for 17 traffic proportion indicators at cell level.
IV. SERVICE FEATURES CLUSTERING
Clustering analysis refers to the analysis procedure that divides physical or abstract object sets into multiple clusters composed of similar objects [7] . A statistical data analysis task, known as clustering, is devoted to distinguish cells and try to class them into groups, cells in each group have similar characteristics. Each group of object is called a cluster. Cell classification is unknown in this project, so it needs to be distinguished according to the clustering algorithm of unsupervised learning.
Clusters generated by clustering are a collection of objects that are similar to objects in the same cluster and are different from objects in other clusters [8] . When a large number of DPI services are identified, clustering calculation can be conducted. In other words, different cells are divided into different clusters according to different threshold values, so as to determine which cells belong to the same category and finally to realize the clustering of similar cells.
The existing clustering algorithms have some limitations and defects in either application scope or clustering effect [9] . For instance, the result of the classical k-means clustering algorithm depends on selection for initial cluster centers. Moreover, the following problems also exist: it is relatively sensitive to abnormal data; only data with numerical attributes can be processed; the clustering structure might be imbalanced [10] . Meanwhile, hierarchical clustering also has problems like high computation complexity, great influence of singular value, and possibility of clustering into a chain. In addition, when the selection for number of clusters K is different, a great difference in cell clustering effect and label setting will also be caused [11] . Therefore, it is a problem badly in need of solutions to avoid the defects of existing algorithms, to reduce clustering error, and to increase the clustering accuracy. Finally, this article use ensemble clustering algorithms to cluster cells into different groups.
A. ENSEMBLE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
New clustering methods are utilized to cluster the 17 DPI indicators of sample data, and the cells with similar data services performance are obtained. The five clustering algorithms are used: Ward Hierarchical Clustering [12] ; Model Based Clustering [13] ; Density-based Spatial Clustering [14] ; K-Means Clustering [15] ; CLARANS [16] .
The five clustering algorithms are used to cluster the 17 traffic proportion indicators including ''message'', ''video'' and ''app store'' services. In order to unify the five clustering algorithms into a consistent label, ensemble clustering should be conducted.
In this paper, a new ensemble clustering algorithm is proposed. Firstly, the results of five clustering algorithms are transformed from vectors into similar matrixes. Then the mean value of the similar matrixes is compared with the threshold value and then we get a new similar matrixes. Finally, the new matrixes is converted back into the vector and it is the final result of such clustering method. Here the threshold value is set to 0.5 and the steps are as follows:
1) GENERATE SIMILAR MATRIXES WITH THE CLUSTERING RESULTS
Suppose that X = {X 1 , . . . , X i , . . . , X n } is the clustering result by a certain clustering method, X i denotes the clustering category of the celli, n is the number of the cells. P, an n-order matrix, is the similar matrix of the clustering results, and we set "P" to the initial value of zero. The pairwise comparison is conducted between every two cells. If X i = X j , which means the cell i and the cell j belong to the same category, P ij = P ji P ij = P ji = 1 , otherwise P ij = P ji P ij = P ji = 0 . Then the similar matrix of the algorithm is generated when all the pairwise comparisons are completed. According to this method, we can obtain five similar matrixes (smatrix1, smatrix2, smatrix3, smatrix4 and smatrix5) which is transformed from the vectors of the five clustering algorithm results.
2) VOTE TO OBTAIN THE ENSEMBLE SIMILAR MATRIX
The five similar matrixes are averaged, and a new mean matrix is obtained:
Then we have dealt with the similar matrix according to the threshold. Here the threshold is set to 0.5. If the value of the matrix element is greater than the threshold, namely, P ij > 0.5, then P ij = 1. OtherwiseP ij = 0. P ij = 1 means that the cell i and the cell j belong to the same category, P ij = 0 P ij = 0 means that the cell i and the cell j belong to different categories. The reason that the threshold value is set to 0.5 is due to the voting mechanism, if more than half of the five algorithms classify the two cells into one class, the two cells will be deemed to belong to the same category. Otherwise, they belong to different categories. Therefore, the critical value is set as 0.5. The similar matrix is converted back into the vector as the final result of the new clustering method. The final result vector is expressed as Y = {Y 1 , ..., Y i , ..., Y n }, y i Y i is the clustering category of the celli.
B. SELECTION OF K, THE OPTIMUM NUMBER OF CLUSTERS
(1) BWP (Between-within proportion) indicator [8] : It is calculated by inter-cluster minimum distance and in-cluster average distance. BWP = (inter-cluster minimum distance -in-cluster average distance) / inter-cluster minimum distance + in-cluster average distance). The value range is [-1, 1].
When in-cluster average distance / inter-cluster minimum distance turns into 0 gradually, BWP = (1-0) / (1+0) = 1, which means that inter-cluster minimum distance is maximum and in-cluster average distance is minimum. It shows that the clustering effect is excellent, and the clustering result is correct.
When inter-cluster minimum distance / in-cluster average distance turns into 0 gradually, BWP = (0-1) / (0+1) = -1, which means that inter-cluster minimum distance is minimum and in-cluster average distance is maximum. The classification radius is too large. It shows that the clustering effect is bad, and the clustering result is incorrect.
The above value of BWP is based on a single sample. Actually, when a certain value is taken for K, the values of BWP for all samples should be calculated to obtain the mean value of BWP. The greater the mean value of BWP is (tend to be 1), the better the clustering effect will be. So when the mean value of BWP reaches the maximum, the value of K is the optimum.
CH (Calinski-Harabasz) indicator [8] : It is calculated by the sum of squares of the distance between cluster centers and the sum of squares of the distance from cluster center to dataset center.
NC is the number of clusters; c represents the central point of every cluster; c i c i indicates the central point of the cluster i. n i is the number contained in cluster i; d(x 1 , x 2 ) represents the distance between objects; n denotes the number of lines of the dataset. CH measures compactness degree in the cluster by calculating the sum of squares of the distance from various points in the cluster to the cluster center, and measures separation degree of the dataset by calculating the sum of squares of the distance from various cluster center points to dataset center points. The value of CH is the ratio of the separation degree and the compactness degree. Therefore, the greater the CH value is, the more compact the cluster will be, the lower the compactness between clusters and clusters will be, and the better the clustering result will be.
S (Silhouette) indicator [8] : It is calculated by the distance between two objects in different clusters and the distance between two objects in the cluster. S is also known as silhouette coefficient, and its formula is as follows:
where
S measures the clustering quality by calculating the distance between two objects in different clusters and the distance between two objects in the cluster. When this value of S reaches the maximum value, the optimum clustering result can be gained.
In this paper, the clustering variables are screened via PCA dimensional reduction, co-linear correlation and variance analysis methods. Then five clustering algorithms are adopted to cluster data after variables processing. Data are clustered through three indicators which are BWP, CH and S. The value of K when the best clustering effect occurs according to the three indicators is selected as the optimum value. After a comprehensive comparison between various methods, the optimum value of K is set as 3. According to the inflection point of silhouette coefficient in the following, the optimum value of K is 3.
C. CLUSTERING RESULT LABEL SETTING AND TWO-DIMENSION DISPLAY 1) CLUSTERING LABEL SETTING
According to the effect of cluster center, the effects of cell clustering in video, message and download are relatively good. When they are divided into 3 clusters, labels can be added to the three clusters, including download type, message type and video type.
2) CLUSTERING RESULT DISPLAY
In three traffic proportion indicators of download, message and video service, cluster partitioning of cells is obvious and the clustering effect is as follows:
In addition, according to the clustering effect, the cluster partitioning of cells is the most obvious in traffic proportion indicators of message and video service. Therefore, the clustering effect can be checked under these two dimensions. 
3) GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CLUSTERING SCENES
According to the clustering result, we analysis the distribution of different services in various geographical scenes.
According to the result, we get the following conclusions: 1. Download and video service are used more frequently in the Residential area, campus and first-level group.
2. Message and download service are used more frequently in the Office building, tourist area and business district. 
V. ANOMALY DETECTION OF NETWORK PERFORMANCE BASED ON SERVICE FEATURES CLUSTERING
In order to highlight the weights of different LTE key performance indicator, some anomaly detection algorithms based on single indicator are no longer applicable. To conduct multi-indicator anomaly detection, anomaly detection algorithm based on k-means clustering is adopted in this paper. Service indicators are divided into k groups and they are allocated to the nearest cluster center. Then the distance from every object to the cluster center can be calculated, and meanwhile the maximum distance can be selected as abnormal value. Its main idea is: assume that the initial number of abnormal points is set as m, after the distance from every point to the cluster center is calculated and compared, the results should be sorted from big to small. The previous m points are selected as abnormal points. The steps are as follows.
A. MATCH THE NETWORK PERFORMANCE INDICATOR OF THE CELLS IN EVERY CLUSTER
In the cells with service feature, the sensitive network performance indicators are also different. Sensitive network performance indicators are matched to cells in various service scenes according to indicators of message, browsing and video service.
B. DATA PROCESSING
In every service scene, the services indicators are summarized per hour from 0 to 23. Meanwhile. In order to guarantee the consistency of these indicators based on clustering detection, 0-1 normalization is conducted for these associative indicators. Also known as deviation standardization, 0-1 normalization refers to linear transformation for the original data, and it will make the result fall in the interval of [0, 1] . The transfer function is as follows:
In the formula, max and min are maximum value and minimum value of a certain column of associative indicators respectively. 
C. WEIGHT SETTING
Different weights are set for associative indicators according to the importance which is trained from historical data, the following formula is
where, n var means the number of associative indicators of cells in a certain scene; w i indicates the weight of associative indicator i. In anomaly detection for six video-related indicators including video playing interruption rate, video playing downloading rate, video playing success rate, time delay in video playing, tcp establishment success rate, and tcp retransmission rate (the weight decreases successively from left to right and from top to down), the weight of video playing interruption rate is relatively high. Therefore, it might disturb anomaly detection for the remaining indicators. It can be obviously seen that anomaly happens to the cells with higher video playing interruption rate more easily.
Note: The values of the above indicators are values gained after normalization and weighting, and we only show the first four indicators in Fig 6. 
E. JUDGMENT OF ABNORMAL CELLS
Based on the above step, anomaly happens to 222 cells in one day and the distribution of abnormal cells from 0 to 23 o'clock is shown in Table 6 .
According to the anomaly frequency of cells in one day, cells with anomaly for more than three hours in one day are marked as abnormal cells. Apart of abnormal cells is shown in Table 7 . According to practical verification, it is consistent with the practical performance anomaly. We investigate the situation of each cell. Cell 2277053 * is affected by external high interference. Cell 86098 * is at high load. Cell 86017 * is in the RRU faulty.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new model of telecommunication network performance anomaly detection based on services features clustering is proposed in the paper. The complexity of the wireless network environment and the difference of user behavior are fully considered, an ensemble clustering algorithm is introduced for scene classification and the cells with the same characteristic under the interaction of physical characteristics and services characteristics are extracted. Moreover, different scenes clustered have different network performance characteristics and indicators reflections, the weights of these indicators in every scene are trained from historical data and then performance anomaly detection with scene clustering is conducted, which can detect abnormal values for sensitive network indicators in different scenes respectively. In this way, the accuracy of network performance anomaly detection is improved substantially. After actual validation, scenes clustered via the Ensemble clustering model are consistent with the performance of existing networks. Therefore, it is feasible to conduct network performance anomaly detection and performance warning via anomaly detection algorithm based on service features clustering.
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